
BIOMOLECULES AND BIOENERGETICS



Endergonic vs. Exergonic Reactions



Chemical Energetics

• All reversible reactions tend to proceed
in the direction that decreases the
energy of the participants

– even in this direction, the reaction may not

proceed very quickly
– very few molecules overcome the energy

potential barrier and make the transition
toward the lower energy state.

• Thus the importance of enzymes



The Energy Barrier

• In a population of molecules there is a distribution

of energies
• Only a small percentage of the molecules have

enough energy to make the transition over the
barrier.



Energetically Unfavorable Reactions

• Consider a reaction proceeding in the
opposite direction

– the end products are at a higher energy level

than the starting materials
– e.g. making a protein from amino acids

• Such a reaction requires energy

– endothermic
– will not go spontaneously, even with enzymes

• In general, all reactions involved in the
synthesis of large molecules are endothermic.



Chemical Potential (G)

• The chemical potential (potential difference)
that drives a reaction involves two things:

– the intrinsic properties of the substrate and
product molecules

– the concentrations of reactants and products

• If:    A + B  C + D  is reversible

– The more A and B one adds, the more C and D

are formed, and vice versa.
– If C or D is removed as fast as it is made, the

reaction is driven to the right.



Free Energy

• How can we measure the energetic budget of a

cell?  
• The change,  G, in usable energy (chemical

potential) in a reaction can be written:
E = T(S) + G

Where:

E = overall change in energy
T = absolute temperature

S = change in entropy
• The chemical potential (Gibbs free energy) is the

amount of energy that is available to do work.





Change in Free Energy
• The change in free energy for a reversible reaction

A + B = C + D
is given by:

G = G  + RT ln0
[A] [B]

[C] [D]

Where:

R = gas constant

T = absolute temperature
G   = a constant characteristic of the

0

substances involved



Measuring G

• Suppose we let the reaction go to equilibrium.

– Then [C][D]/[A][B] = Keq

– At equilibrium there are no changes in concentration
G = 0

• Therefore:
G = G + RT ln K

0 eq

G  = -RT ln K 0 eq

• This relationship makes it possible to measure the

change in free energy for a chemical reaction



Reaction Rules
• A chemical reaction always goes in the direction

that tends to decrease the free energy

– the direction where G < 0

• A reaction will not go in the opposite direction

unless it is pushed or pulled.
• How can one push or pull?

– By varying the concentrations of reactants and/or

products.

• If the reversible reaction is A + B = C + D

– another reaction may remove D as soon as it is made
– another reaction can produce more A or B



An Example

• The conversion of glucose to lactic acid
produces ATP for muscle contraction and
other processes

• This involves a series of reactions

– Some are uphill (energy-requiring, G > 0)
– Some are downhill (energy-releasing, G < 0)

• The uphill reactions can proceed only because

the products are continuously removed for
use in later downhill reactions.



Relationship of Concentration to G

• Consider active transport across a membrane

– the transfer of a substance from a region of lower

concentration to one of higher concentration

• Energy is needed to overcome the
concentration gradient

– the substance would tend to flow down the

gradient till the concentrations are equal

• If conc (in) is higher than conc(out)

– the G for transport in is positive and energy is
required



ATP
• ATP is the most important high- energy

compound
• It is the most common of a group of

molecules with high group donor potential
– Molecules that release energy when they

donate parts of themselves to water or to
other acceptor molecules.

– The parts donated may be atoms or groups of

atoms or, in some cases, just pairs of
electrons.

• All of these reactions would proceed very
slowly without the appropriate enzymes





High Energy Bonds

• ATP has 2 binding sites that tend to participate in

donation of parts of the molecule:
AMP ~ P ~ P

• These are sometimes referred to as “high-energy

bonds” & represented by the symbol ~
• High energy bonds is a misnomer

– The energy (chemical potential) or the tendency to

transfer chemical groups, is in the molecule as a
whole, not in a specific bond.

• The same is true of other energy molecules
– NADH has a high electron donor potential and can

therefore "reduce" (transfer electrons to) a variety of
substances.



High Donor Potential

• Substances like ATP, with high group donor
potentials, have G  for hydrolysis lower than0

-7 kcal/mole.

– The transfer of one or two phosphates (P-P) or of

the AMP group to water or to another substance
releases more than 7 kcal/mole.

• The hydrolysis of ATP in water:

ATP + H 0 --> ADP + H PO2 3 4

8,000 calories are released as heat for every mole
of ATP that disappears



Multi-step Processes

• Sometimes, ATP donates a phosphate to
another substance to generate a compound
that has a high group donor potential.

• Example:
– Acetyl phosphate is formed by the reaction:

ATP + acetic acid  ADP + acetyl phosphate
– Acetyl phosphate is then capable of donating

phosphate to other substances.
– In general, any phosphate group that is

attached to an acid through an anhydride bond
-(CO)-O-P is very reactive.



The ATP – ADP Cycle



Manufacture of High Energy Compounds

• The cellular machinery is driven by substances

with high group donor potential
– How are these substances be made?

• Cells use two kinds of energy:
– Light energy:

• trapped and used by plants and some bacteria
• photosynthesis

– Chemical energy:
• the energy held in the bonds of various chemicals
• cellular respiration
• fermentation

• Thermal potential (temperature) affects the rate of

chemical reactions, but does not provide energy.



ATP - the energy currency of cell



ATP

The nucleotide coenzyme adenosine
triphosphate (ATP) is the most important
form of chemical energy in all cells. 



ATP- Structure

ATP is a nucleoside triphosphate containing
adenine, ribose, and three phosphate groups.



Phosphate residues in ATP Structure

• In ATP, a chain of three phosphate residues are
linked to the 5'-OH group of the nucleoside
adenosine .

•

•
These phosphate residues are termed α, β, and γ.

The α phosphate is bound to ribose by a
phosphoric acid ester bond.

• The linkages between the three phosphate
residues, on the other hand, involve much more
unstable phosphoric acid anhydride bonds.



Phosphate residues in ATP

Structure



Role of Mg++

• The active coenzyme is a complex of ATP with
an Mg  ion, which is co-ordinatively bound to
the β  and γ phosphates (Mg  ATP ).

2+

2+ 4–



2) ATP by Oxidative phosphorylation

• This process takes place in mitochondria and is energetically coupled to a
proton gradient over a membrane.

• The H  gradients established by electron transport chain are used by the
enzyme ATP synthase as a source of energy for direct linking of an

+

inorganic phosphate to ADP



Overview of ATP synthesis



Functions of ATP



• The other  nucleotides -GTP, CTP and UTP , do
participate in metabolic reactions but the ease
with which ATP can donate single phosphate,
two phosphates, or even Adenosine moiety is
considered a better nucleotide in energy
transfer reactions .

ATP- The energy currency
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